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Painting Outside of the Lines: How Race Assignment can be Rethought Through 
Art 
Abstract 
For centuries art has been used to make us think about our own human experiences. Unfortunately, works 
usually reflect the era which they were painted in; this has led to various artists showing, maintaining, and 
therefore reinforcing racist thoughts in our cultures. Art can be used to create a new narrative for our race 
assignments and their meanings. The idea of loving one's roots has been prevalent in many cultures, but 
in art form a disconnect between history and the everyday experience can arise which could miss the 
mark in helping us redefine our own race. Therefore, artwork which empowers the present identity of 
marginalized people’s own race will have a greater appeal and connection to these people. Once they can 
see themselves represented in a new light, we can begin to dismantle the stereotypes and preconceived 
notions of their own destiny. A new identification in the human psyche could lead to a betterment in their 
overall health. This essay analyzes distinct approaches being used to reimagine race assignment in 
American and Puerto Rican culture. 
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Historical Background of the United States  
Since the colonization of the Americas by Europeans, the invaders were 
divided from the indigenous groups. Following the forceful displacement of 
Africans through the Atlantic slave trade, three major groups spurred in the New 
World. These groups became the foundation by which the racial categorization 
and separation of people arose in the continent. While reproduction between 
these three groups did occur, the oppression of African and indigenous groups 
created taboos among those of European descent surrounding relationships 
between their racial group and others; this was most prominently seen in the 
United States.  
The genocide of the indigenous people through introduced diseases, 
warfare, ethnic cleansing, and slavery killed around 90 percent of the population 
throughout the Americas (Henderson et al. 1999). During British rule of the 
thirteen colonies, wars continually displaced indigenous people. After 
independence, attempts to “civilize” Native Americans, whether voluntary or 
forced, were consistent throughout American administrations, but with little 
success (Remini 1998). Once the ideology of manifest destiny became integral to 
the American nationalist movement during the 19th century, the seizing of 
indigenous land became more rampant (Hayes 1857). This culminated in the 
near extinction of the indigenous population through their forced relocation which 
came to be known as the Trail of Tears (Minges 1998). Since the isolation of 
Native Americans into the “Indian Territories” and what are now “Indian 
reservations,” these populations became a small minority in size and involvement 
for the development of the history and culture of the United States. While the 
empowerment and liberation of Native Americans from their trauma and 
oppression is important and should be based on their specific cultural history, this 
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America just passed the 400-year mark since the first enslaved Africans 
were brought to the colony of Virginia (“400 Years of…”). Even though we may 
fail to remember in our present times, the American economic empire we all profit 
from was built on the backs of slaves. To this day, the descendants of the 
enslaved are the group which least benefit from the “privilege” of living in these 
United States. The United States ensured racial segregation from its very 
inception, and actively sustained it for centuries. Since the 17th century, slave-
holding colonies created laws banning interracial marriage. This concept became 
so ingrained in the culture of the country that these laws even spread to colonies 
where slavery did not exist. During the American Civil War, the pejorative term 
“miscegenation” was invented to indicate and ban marriage or sexual 
relationships primarily between “...the American White Man and Negro” (Croly 
1864). Even after the abolishment of slavery in 1865 by the Thirteenth 
Amendment, as a suppressive economic system, slavery was primarily replaced 
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by convict leasing and sharecropping. Jim Crow laws followed and while upheld 
by the U.S. Supreme Court as “separate but equal,” they were anything but. The 
Jim Crow persona was a popularized racist depiction of African Americans 
(Woodward et al. 2001). As a body of law, Jim Crow institutionalized educational, 
economic, healthcare, and social disadvantages for African Americans (Perdue 
2011). While the civil rights movement ended the legal enforcement of racial 
segregation, systemic racism has persisted and led to discrimination in 
employment, housing, criminal justice, political power, health care, and 
education, among other issues (Lawrence et al. 2004). Today, while racial 
discrimination may not be deliberately supported by the law in most countries, 
their unique histories of race relations have culminated into their individual 
systems by which racism is propagated. 
 
Historical Background of Puerto Rico 
 Puerto Rico is officially an unincorporated territory of the United States, 
but its history as a dominion has been especially dynamic. Often called 
Borinquén by Puerto Ricans, a derivation of the indigenous name for the island, 
the Taíno people were the native and principal inhabitants during the pre-
Columbian era. Additionally, they were the first people of the New World to be 
encountered by Christopher Columbus. The colonization of the island began with 
the encomienda system which promoted the expansion of the Spanish Empire 
and the Christian faith with the forced labor of the Taínos. Nevertheless, Spain’s 
ties to the Catholic Church caused their treatment of the indigenous people to be, 
while still brutal and inhumane, different from that of English colonies (“Taino” 
2018). Queen Isabella I of Castile supported and financed Christopher 
Columbus’s 1492 voyage (Palos 2019). However, she was adamant in forbidding 
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the enslavement of the native population of the Americas, deeming them as “free 
vassals of the crown” (Altman et al. 2003). This meant that the indigenous were 
subjects of the crown and legal equals to the Spanish Castilians. The Laws of 
Burgos followed, which forbade the maltreatment of the indigenous people, 
endorsed their conversion to Catholicism, and even required that their huts and 
cabins be built together with those of the Spanish (Bakewell 1998). In theory, all 
these regulations in Europe protected the native populations, but in the Americas 
the lack of 4 supervision on the heads of the encomiendas led some to treat the 
natives just as poorly as slaves. By 1520, King Charles I of Spain emancipated 
the remaining Taíno population through a royal decree, but by then the Taíno 
people were few in number (Figueroa 2020). The maltreatment and infection of 
the Taínos and all the other indigenous groups of Latin America culminated into 
their genocide despite the laws by the Spanish Crown and the Catholic Church.  
 As one of the earliest colonized lands, the Spanish population in Puerto 
Rico were primarily male. They married or forced themselves with the indigenous 
women, baring them children of mixed race (Brockell 2019). The result was 
generations of mixed-race children and taking into account the ideologies of the 
state and church in Spain, they were typically considered Spaniards. The 
successive combination between these two populations was seen as a 
“purification” of the Native tribes. Today, the term mestizaje is used to denote the 
positive unity of race mixtures in modern Latin America. This ideological stance is 
in contrast to the term miscegenation, which usually has negative connotations 
(Lewis 1997). As the indigenous population began to dwindle, Spaniards partook 
in the Atlantic slave trade. 
 Starting in the late sixteenth century, some people in Latin America began 
to be classified as being "stained" in their racial ancestry. Primarily, this label 
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would arise from having any connection with Black Africans ("Negros", which 
resulted in "Mulatos") (Martínez 2008). Colonial legislation specified Spaniards 
and some Mestizos had “pure blood,” but as they mixed with people of African 
descent, that purity was thought to degenerate. A Casta system of racial 
hierarchy is illustrated in eighteenth-century paintings that contain the racist 
ideologies embedded in the history and culture of the Spanish colonies. 
 
 
While most casta paintings were completed by Mexican artists during the 18th 
century, they still represent the general attitudes of the majority White and 
Mestizo Spanish colonies. The artwork had Spaniards holding the highest rank, 
in both literal and figurative ways. When a Spaniard and a Native had children, 
by the third generation of descendants, they were able to produce a child who 
was considered Spanish. In contrast, when Spaniards or Natives had children 
with Africans, they went way down in status in the racial hierarchy. The attitudes 
to those of Native, but particularly African descent, are reflected in the paintings 
with their quality of clothing, as well as their occupations and facial expressions. 
In the casta paintings of the gridded, composite variety, the families depicted in 
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the bottom rows typically wear disgruntled or longing looks. They are dressed in 
plain garments, carrying food or other wares for sale; and their 6 children are 
often misbehaving (Lesser 2018). In De español y negra, mulata (From male 
Spaniard to Black Female, Mulata) by Miguel Cabrera, the African mother is 
represented wearing a black garment in the front of the painting as a disruptive 
figure. The Spanish father holds her daughter in protection as a savior from what 
is the “stain” in her existence. 
In the late 1700s, Puerto Rico had laws such as the Regla del Sacar or 
Gracias al Sacar where a person of mixed ancestry could be considered legally 
white so long as they could prove that at least one person per generation in the 
last four generations had also been legally white. This was opposite to the 
hypodescent “one-drop rule” in the United States, a social and legal principle 
which asserted that any person with even one ancestor of black ancestry is 
considered black (Kinsbruner 1996). Therefore, in Puerto Rico, people of mixed 
ancestry with known white lineage were classified as white. These historical 
systems have resulted in misconceptions whose effects are still seen today. In 
addition, as a neo-colony of the United States, Puerto Rico is also jumbled in 
their political, cultural, and economic impositions. 
After nearly four hundred years of colonial domination under the Spanish 
Empire, Puerto Rico finally received its colonial autonomy in 1898 through a 
Carta de Autonomía (Charter of Autonomy) (“Autonomy and War” 2020). Despite 
this, just a few months later, the United States claimed ownership of the Island as 
part of the Treaty of Paris, which concluded the Spanish American War (“The 
World Factbook…” 2018). Opposition to the takeover argued that as a matter of 
international law, the Treaty of Paris could not empower the Spanish to "give" to 
the United States what was no longer theirs (Ribes Tovar et al. 1971). While a 
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rational and feasible logic, the powerful, primarily economic, self-interests of the 
United States repressed any movements towards independence through 
massacres or imprisonments of its leaders. The Island 7 is now subjugated to 
many of the systems of the United States, despite having a different culture and 
history. This was most recently evident in the United States census of 2000. 
 
Reasons for Present Race Structures 
 During the 20th century, the U.S. Bureau of the Census attempted to 
quantify the racial composition of the Island’s population, while experimenting 
with various racial taxonomies. They were not successful as it became clear that 
the racial classification system in America could not be appropriately applied in 
Puerto Rico. Therefore, in 1960 the census dropped the racial identification 
question for Puerto Rico but included it again in the year 2000. Of the 
respondents of the 2000 census, 80.5% identified as white and 19.5% identified 
as non-white. The results shocked a lot of people including Puerto Ricans, as this 
is not what they see or are taught in school. Focus groups by the U.S. Census 
Bureau later found that participants could not find themselves reflected in the 
available answer categories, which they viewed as foreign to the Puerto Rican 
history and culture of mixing or blending across racial groups. There was 
unanimous agreement that the question on race was inappropriate to the Puerto 
Rican context. Some also felt the question was inherently racist, divisive, 
discriminatory, and suspected a hidden political agenda. The reasons for why so 
many people chose the “White” category can be traced to the colonization of 
Europeans and their treatment of the Taínos and African slaves, but their 
evolution has branched beyond this rudimentary history (Berkowitz 2001). 
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 From the Regla del Sacar to the contemporary view on “Blackness,” there 
are many causes for why “White” was chosen as a default for a disproportionate 
section of the population. Most participants in the census reluctantly settled for 
what they believed was a wholly inadequate definition of race, by the United 
States, as skin color. In the focus groups, participants pointed out problems with 
such a narrow definition, giving examples of people exhibiting “mixed” phenotypic 
characteristics (e.g., kinky hair with African features and light skin) and having 
siblings who would be regarded as belonging to different races. Consequently, 
many participants indicated they had given their race as “White” on the 
questionnaire only because they could not find a category appropriately reflecting 
their mixed racial status.  
 Apart from racial classification depending largely on skin color and other 
visible characteristics such as the shape of one’s mouth, nose, and hair; other 
variables related to social status (income, occupation, and education) are taken 
into consideration. Unfortunately, Puerto Ricans have developed an elaborate 
racist vocabulary to refer to racially stereotyped characteristics; for example, the 
idea that kinky hair is “bad” (pelo malo). Racial prejudice on the Island is 
expressed in a myriad of forms, such as folk humor, beauty contests, media 
portrayals, and political leadership. In all of these areas, whites are usually 
depicted as more intelligent, attractive, refined, and capable than blacks (Duany 
2000). Unlike the United States, where the work of prominent African Americans, 
such as Martin Luther King Jr. or Rosa Parks, are championed early on in the 
education system, the works of Afro-Puerto Ricans, such as Pedro Albizu 
Campos or Rafael Cordero, are not recognized until later in one's education. 
Regardless, both the Puerto Rican and U.S. models assign intellectual, moral, 
and social superiority to some racial categories over others. Puerto Rico, as well 
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as the United States, has been dominated by an ideology of white supremacy 
and black inferiority since the days of colonial slavery. 
 
 
In line with the infamous image of the three ancestral ethnic groups of 
Puerto Rico, art has had a history of perpetuating white supremacy stereotypes. 
“Blanqueamiento” or “whitening” is a social, political, and economic practice still 
used in many postcolonial countries in the Americas to “improve the race” 
towards a supposed ideal of whiteness (Rahier 1999). Biologically, 
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blanqueamiento is the process of whitening by marrying a lighter-skinned 
individual to produce lighter-skinned offspring (Montalvo et al. 2001). The 
controversial racial theory is best depicted by the Spanish painter Modesto 
Brocos in A Redanção de Cam (Ham’s Redemption). The painting shows a black 
grandmother, mulatta mother, white father and their child that is one quarter 
African and three quarters European ancestry, hence three generations of racial 
hypergamy through blanqueamiento.  
 
 In the United States, one of the most famous American artists is John 
Singer Sargent, considered the “leading portrait painter of his generation” for his 
evocation of Edwardian-era luxury (Ormond 1998). Nevertheless, his 
commissioned works were consistent with the grand manner of portraiture, an 
idealized aesthetic style, preserving the qualities of nobility to those of European 
descent (“Grand Manner” 2020). In Puerto Rico, the first known visual artist and 
one of the best rococo artists in the Americas was José Campeche. Born in San 
Juan, Puerto Rico, his father was a freed slave and his mother was a native of 
the Canary Islands, so he was considered mestizo. His artworks nonetheless did 
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not represent the average Puerto Rican that looked like him, rather the social and 
political crème de la crème of European ancestry (Tatum 2014). In contrast, 
Francisco Oller was another Puerto Rican artist and one of the most 
distinguished transatlantic painters. Oller was particularly dedicated to causes of 
social justice and his work celebrates the lives of everyday Puerto Ricans, 
portraying their struggles with nuance and compassion. Now considered a Puerto 
Rican national treasure, one of the most important and well-known paintings in 
the history of Puerto Rican art is Oller’s masterpiece, El Velorio. Inside a one-
room jibaro house, a baquiné, a wake held for a dead infant with roots in African 






The Resulting Health Disparities of Racism 
 People of African descent have worse health because of the race 
structures in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. Institutions and culture (economic, legal, 
military, political, educational, entertainment, familial and religious) privilege 
people of European descent (Lawrence 2004). This form of racism has led to 
racial differences in socioeconomic status which has caused disparaging health 
inequities. Consequently, this has manifested through differences in health 
outcomes, health risks, and health-enhancing resources such as money, 
knowledge, power, prestige, freedom, and beneficial social connections (Phelan 
et al. 2015). With the health of marginalized racial groups being so interwoven 
with other systems in this country, even if individuals are able to free themselves 
and receive an equitable lifestyle to their White counterparts, the 
transgenerational trauma and modern-day perception of their existence could still 
make them victims to the racial health disparity. The epigenetic effects of slavery 
and racial discrimination have caused African Americans to suffer more from 
mental illnesses. A study by Cigna noted that African Americans are 20% more 
likely to report psychological distress and 50% less likely to receive counseling or 
mental health treatment due to the aforementioned underlying socioeconomic 
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factors (“Health Disparities Among…” 2020). As the biomedical field proceeds 
with translational research to combat mental illness, our attitudes and emotions 
could be just as powerful in treating these ailments. 
 In modern life, stress is known as the great killer for its ties to so many 
morbidities. The body reacts to these threats, challenges or physical and 
psychological barriers that produce stress through the autonomic nervous system 
and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (Ulrich-Lai et al. 2017). They can activate 
our fight-or-flight response but can also regulate the release of hormones that 
influences many bodily tasks such as metabolic, psychological and 
immunological functions. These mechanisms have evolved to respond to 
chemical reactions that may help us survive in the moment, but their long-lasting 
effects could lead to morbidity or even mortality (Stephens et al. 2012). Stress 
levels are affected by a multitude of variables; visual pictures are one of these 
influential factors which can alter our mental state.  
 
The Power of Art 
 There is evidence that the use of art reduces hospital stays for ill patients, 
with studies showing earlier discharges among patients taking part in visual and 
performing art interventions than among those not doing so. In a study, surgery 
or critical care patients who participated in guided imagery or had a picture of a 
landscape on their wall had a decreased need of narcotic pain medication 
relative to their counterparts and left the hospital earlier. Evaluations of art 
projects can link the benefits of creative expression to healing and greater 
wellness (Stuckey et al. 2010). Other researchers have found that browsing 
through an art gallery can help lower the body’s concentration of the stress 
hormone cortisol and increase that of the pleasure hormone dopamine (Roar 
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2020). Art can influence many aspects of one’s physiological and psychological 
conditions typically associated with improved health status.  
 Despite this, most renowned artists throughout time have stood out by 
creating paintings which evoke discomfort. Their artworks make us rethink life in 
a new way. Picasso, Kahlo, Dalí, Basquiat, Magritte and many others have 
pushed us to experience avant-garde notions of our existence that we were not 
accustomed to. Whether it is from Magritte’s conflict between words and images 
in The Treachery of Images, to Picasso’s anti-war sentiments in Guernica, art 
puts into question how we see the world. By using social commentary in his 
paintings, Jean-Michel Basquiat, an American artist of Haitian and Puerto Rican 
descent, identified his experiences in the black community of his time, as well as 
exposed and attacked the power structures and 15 systems of racism in the 
country. Importantly, Basquiat exposed the brute and grotesque reality of racism 
in our lives (“Jean Michel-Basquiat” 2010). Today, the next step the art world 




In 1956 French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan expanded his concept of 
the mirror stage, saying subjectivity is largely informed by external 
representation. We begin to take our cues based on images that reflect back to 
us, who we believe ourselves to be. Rather than identity being formed from the 
inside out, it is more likely shaped by the outside in (Johnston 2018). If the 
images portrayed by the media show people of African ancestry as criminal, 
violent, and impoverished drug abusers; then their identity would be attached to 
these very troubling and narrow representations. These images can be instilled in 
our psyche both consciously (e.g.: paying close attention or wanting to gain 
something from the images), or unconsciously (e.g.: passively passing by or 
looking at it for a quick second). In addition to the advancement of their traumatic 
stress, the reinforcement of these fears by the media can in effect limit the 
potential and possibilities of these people. As noted, art is a very powerful tool 
that could potentially help us rethink and reinvent our own experiences. Art 
should in turn be used to free the oppressed from these types of prejudices. 
When reimagining a more positive, diverse, and realistic identity; the 
images of todays’ African descendants in the United States and in Puerto Rico 
should be in accordance with their contemporary lifestyles. At the turn of the 
twentieth century Oller painted the true people of Puerto Rico; instead of copying 
his work, modern art should draw inspiration and represent the people of today. 
Even though many paintings often show important ethnic and historical roots, 
these sometimes do not reflect the modern everyday experiences. While 
embracing and loving our history and ancestry is very important, a disconnect 
from these types of paintings could arise and miss the mark in the identification 
process. A common image seen in Puerto Rico is of people dancing to traditional 
music in classical vestiment. An example of such an image is a painting called 
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Raquel by Samuel Lind. Despite beautifully showing an important part of our 
culture and tradition, it is not the everyday clothing or behavior of Puerto Ricans. 
A similar experience could be seen in the African American community, such as 
with paintings like Celebration by Keith Mallet. Artists should focus on the present 
lifestyles of these subjects to drive the rethinking of the meaning of one’s race. 
 
 On the Island, African roots are an important part of the culture. While 
evidenced in the food, dance, language, religion, and traditions; through 
mestizaje it has transcended a singular skin color. In consequence, modern 
artists who seek to show the beauty of our Afro-descendance have chosen to 
reflect a more complete picture of our African ancestry. In Tite y Norma, Samuel 
Lind drew a picture of a typical festivity that could currently take place with 
characters, instruments, dance, and outfits of today's time. Additionally, art in 
Puerto Rico has been revitalized through mural paintings. It is the result of a 
community of artists coming together to “fix-up” forgotten or marginalized 
communities. This was a movement motivated by the idea that art can change 
and heal buildings as well as people (“A Street Art…” 2020). These new images 
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portray our African roots with bright colors, and positive imagery such as 
strength, happiness, and love. From Santurce, the biggest and most populated 
district of the capital, to smaller towns like Las Piedras, these murals are 
scattered all throughout the island. 
 
 
In the United States, paintings which show and embrace the beauty of the 
African American race and contemporary life experience are vast and extensive. 
While there are still racial disparities on who is shown in museums, the ideas and 
works are out there. For centuries, museum curators of European descent have 
long determined whose stories are told, what gets to be seen, what’s given value, 
and what’s deemed worthy enough to be recorded and remembered. Today, 
though, many African American artists are actively resisting that idea, creating 
works that speak directly to a black audience, in order to reform the often-
whitewashed realms in which they practice (Brara 2020). 
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 Kehinde Wiley is the first African American artist to paint an official U.S. 
Presidential portrait for the Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery. For one of his 
projects, he invited strangers he met in neighborhoods in north St. Louis and 
Ferguson to pose for his paintings. Wiley flips the racial narrative by creating 
large-scale oil paintings of contemporary African American subjects in poses that 
recall grand traditions of European and American portraiture. His models, real 
people dressed in their own clothing, assume poses adapted from historic 
paintings, highlighting their natural beauty through his ornate and decorative 20 
backgrounds. His works address the politics of race and power in art, drawing 
attention to the pervasive lack of representation of people of color in the art world 
(“Kehinde Wiley: Saint…” 2020).  
 
Kerry James Marshall is an artist and professor whose mission is to establish a 
presence for certain kinds of images that we have a lack or a weak 
representation of. As a young boy, he experienced two of the most important 
moments in what would become the civil rights movement: the 16th Street 
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Baptist Church bombing in Birmingham and the Watts riots in Los Angeles. In his 
visits to museums, he would see pictures that he loved, but in them he would 
never see a person that looked like him. What he began to see in museums was 
an absence. In philosophy it is called a structuring absence, where something is 
so absent, it becomes a presence. The utter devoid quality of most museums of 
images of black people pushed him to create art that countered this. In contrast 
to the mural artists of Puerto Rico, Marshall notably works with the color black. 
He does not paint African Americans or people of color, he painted black figures. 
They are unapologetically black, or as he describes them “unequivocally, 
empathetically black,” so that there can be no mistaking their blackness, for 
anything other than blackness. (“Kerry James Marshall…” 2016). 
 
To conclude, Dr. Fahamu Pecou is a visual artist and Emory University 
scholar whose work has been a great source of inspiration for this project. 
Despite being as far removed from the stereotypical images and lifestyles 
attributed to black masculinity as one could be, the public image of a black man 
caused him to see himself dying. He struggled to navigate a world that seemed 
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to tell him around every corner he was doomed. Dr. Pecou draws inspiration from 
Lacan’s mirror stage theory and W.E.B Du Bois’ Criteria for Negro Art. Du Bois 
argues that black art could be a remedy for destabilizing notions of black 
inferiority. Dr. Pecou agrees and says that our art is a powerful way to upend 
stereotypes and misrepresentations of black life and the black experience. For 
him the goal is not simply pretty or positive pictures but diverse and complex 
ones. He creates images that paint a more accurate picture of their lives, that 
defy their destruction and erasure, and that render them visible. Through 
identification with these images, those of African descent can begin the process 
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